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This is a packed agenda.

• We will be monitoring the “Chat” tool for questions.  Do not send messages 
via email.  What we can’t answer, we’ll answer after the meeting.

If time permits, we can do questions via the phone.

• Mute your phone if you’re not talking.

• You have to pick an audio channel – you can’t listen on your phone and also 
listen through your computer.  That creates an echo and you will be muted.

• Do not put us on hold – we prefer to not hear your hold music.

• Always say your name so everyone knows who’s speaking.

Rules of Engagement



 Roll call

 CTC updates and housekeeping

 CCN sharing

 Adjourn at 12noon Central

Agenda



 Student success videos

 Faculty spotlight interviews

 Contact: amygarrison@collin.edu

CTC Updates



 NSF ATE grant proposals

 CTC assistance

– April 1 – notify CTC of your intent to submit 

– May 1 – discuss your value proposition/outline with CTC (must align with the 
solicitation)

– August 15 – send full draft of ATE proposal to CTC for comment

– September 1 – request CTC commitment letter (we need draft of your full proposal)

– October 1 – ATE deadline for proposal submission  

 Support organizations

CTC Updates



 National Center for Women and Information 
Technology (NCWIT)

– ncwit.org

– Free to join their Academic Alliance

 May 18-20, 2020 NCWIT Summit - Detroit

CTC Updates



 LinkedIn rubric
– http://nationalctc.nationalctcwiki.

org/education_curriculum
(password protected)

 LinkedIn University - how to 
develop a profile and use it 
effectively during a job 
search and beyond

– https://university.linkedin.com/lin
kedin-for-students 

CTC Updates



 North Arkansas College (AR)

 Sinclair Community College (OH)

 Tulsa Community College (OK)

 Calhoun Community College (AL)

 Tarrant County College (TX)

 Lansing Community College (MI) and 
Orange Coast College (CA)

 Athens State University (AL) 

 Wharton County Junior College (TX)

 Five minutes each – send questions 
to the chat box!

CCN Program Sharing



HI-TEC 2019
Rick Williams & Dr. Laura Berry

North Arkansas College



HI-TEC 2019 – What we gained

• IoT labs
• Attended the “New IT/Security Virtual Lab & Internet of Things Showcase” 

preconference workshop & other sessions that featured IoT
• Gained strategies and lab ideas

• Incorporating many of these directly into Northark courses
• Formed friendships and connections

• Met others who had an NDG Netlab installment
• They have opened up some of their labs for us to preview
• We received many additional labs from our new friends 
• Much will be incorporated into Northark courses

• NSF ATE Grant Proposal
• Attended a workshop on NSF updates and proposal tips – very helpful as we 

completed our ATE grant proposal.



HI-TEC 2019 – What we gained

• Curriculum and course design
• Attended multiple sessions on what others offer within their degree plans
• Based on info from these sessions:

• Northark is proposing a completely modified degree plan
• Includes many courses that are focused on emerging technologies

• Cloud, virtualization, IoT, and Cybersecurity
• The new plan will give students the opportunity to get multiple certifications



HI-TEC 2019 – What we gained

• Innovative program scheduling from a session titled “Prove Your 
Worth: Demonstrating the Value of Two-Year Degrees to Employers”

• Included ideas to rearrange course scheduling (off-season, two-day per 
week, etc.) so students can work in industry throughout the program.

• We are using these ideas in our prospective new Turf Management program 
and most likely in our upcoming 12-month IT program.



HI-TEC 2019 – What we gained

• Friends and partners
• Introduced to fellow faculty members from all over the country
• Rekindled friendships from past conferences
• Formed partnerships to share lab and curriculum ideas and experience









HI-TEC 2019 St. Louis

from Glenn Jones’ Perspective



Mon Eve, 7-23: Dinner at Pappy’s BBQ in St. Louis

Where you can always count on standing in line for 30 minutes!



Parking, Check-in, Conference Registration

• Parked in the underground lot of 
the Hyatt Regency for 
the duration of the conference

• Checked in at the front desk and 
registered for HI-TEC



Tuesday Morning

• 7:30—Continental Breakfast

• 8:30-noon—Pre-Conference Workshop
“New IT / Security  Virtual Lab & IoT Showcase”

• Ann Beheler, Ernie Friend, Timothy Pintello, Bill Saichek

• Windows server configuration virtual lab



…Tues Morning 10AM

• Internet of Things showcase
• —free open source IoT app
• Running on Raspberry Pi



Tuesday Afternoon—Tours  / Free Time

Bruce and I strolled past Busch Stadium and the old Court House



Tuesday Evening
• 5-6:30 PM—IT / Cybersecurity networking / mixer in Grand Ballroom

• Got to mingle with lots of great folks!

• 7-8:30 PM Dinner at Angelo’s, right across the street from hotel
• More time to visit!



Wednesday Morning

• 7:45 Breakfast

• 8:30 Opening session—Todd McLees (keynote speaker)
“Opportunities for growth in a time of extraordinary change”



…Wed Morning

• 10:15-11 CTC’s Maximizing Business Engagement to Support Your 
Students: Why a Regional BILT Makes Sense panel discussion

• Ann (moderator), Matt, Kim, Aaron, Glenn, Tu
• “Boiling the ocean”

• 11:15 “What can I do with a drone?”
• Vince DiNoto & Richard Schultz of GeoTech
• Louisville, Kentucky
• Lots of data—mo’ betta’ fasta’



2019 Awards Luncheon noon-1PM Wed

• Educator of the Year
• John Nelson, Del Mar College

• Industry Recognition 
• Scot McLemore of Honda North America

• Innovative Program—BILT



Wednesday Afternoon
• 1:15 Ernie’s AWS Academy: Quick Launch Cloud Computing Program

• Suggested pre-req’s for AWS Cloud—A+, Net +, Sec +
• Multi-cloud and hybrid cloud

• 2:15 Get the Word Out: Outreach Tips & Tricks from ATE Community
• Build your own recruiting video

3-3:45 
Worked NCTC 
Exhibit Booth



…Wed Afternoon

• 3:45 Zero to 60 in 2 seconds: Electric Vehicle Design, Fab, & Testing
• Thomas Henderson, STEM, Tulsa Community College
• Battery & motor technologies used as alternative energy in electric vehicles



Wednesday Evening Free Time

• Rajiv, Robin, and Debasis hanging out at Gateway Arch Park
after riding the Arch cable car

• “Gateway to the West” is 630’ high
• Free museum at base



Thursday Morning

• 7:30 Continental breakfast

• 8:15 Cybersecurity classroom in the Cloud via CDW using AWS
• Suffolk County CC upgraded to cloud instead of replacing expensive hardware

• 9:15 DevSecOps = DevOps + Secure Coding Rajiv & Bruce 
• Everything is going to software instead of hardware
• Agile (flexible) framework is replacing the waterfall (rigid) SDLC
• Security must be built into the process



Thursday

• 11:30 Increase Your Social Media Presence

• 12:30 Keynote Luncheon / Panel with Ann Beheler Moderating
“Cultivating & leading change in Big Data, Analytics, & AI: Empowering & 
Advancing Women and Underrepresented Groups in STEM
View it in its entirety here

• 1:30 Helped pack up Exhibit Booth

• Homeward bound! 



Thank you!

Do what you are passionate about!
glenn.jones@tulsacc.edu 918 595-8401



 Calhoun Community College (AL)

 “Student’s e-Security Through 
Cybersecurity Awareness”

CCN Program Sharing



Dan Boneh

Dr. Charles DeSassure
Associate Professor

Thinking Like a HackerThinking Like a Hacker



Dan Boneh

PurposePurpose

The purpose of this presentation is to 
share information about a cybersecurity 
lab activity to help students learn about 
malware.  



Dan Boneh

OverviewOverview

• Adware
• Computer virus
• Computer worm
• Spyware
• Ransomware
• Rookit
• Trojan horse



Dan Boneh

Ethical Hacking 



Dan Boneh



Dan Boneh

https://www.nationalcyberwatch.org/resource/2019-innovations-in-cybersecurity-education/



Brian and Bill 
Went to Hi-Tec

BRIAN NELSON – LANSING COMMUNITY COLLEGE

BILL SAICHEK – ORANGE COAST COLLEGE



What Did We Do??

 At the Pre-Conference we facilitated a workshop on The Internet of Things

 The workshop provided attendees with the opportunity to build a small automation system using …

 A Raspberry Pi running Home Assistant as the microcontroller

 A set of actuators and sensors, including:

 Smart Lights

 IP Cameras

 Z-Wave Contact and Motion Sensors

 Z-Wave Light Switches

 Temperature Sensor

 After configuring the devices, the attendees then proceeded to write several automations using IFTTT (If This 
Then That) programs.



What Did We Do??

 We also did a presentation session explaining how a Raspberry Pi can be 
a GREAT tool for teaching IoT concepts as well as other network 
appliances

 We discussed how a simple Raspberry Pi can be an ideal IoT controller for a 
classroom lab environment

 We demonstrated using Home Assistant with a temperature sensor to turn on/off a 
light as a way of showing how sensors and actuators work.

 We discussed how the Raspberry Pi can also be setup and used as a VPN 
appliance, a RADIUS server and a media client.



What Takeaways Can We Provide

 The workshop showcased a small subset of the practicum labs

 If you would like to setup a similar practicum for your classes, here are some of the 
things that we learned:



What Takeaways Can We Provide

 Setup Time ...

 It takes longer than you think.  Even with a small set of equipment, it took us over 3 
hours to setup the environment

 Don’t forget, you need to setup the infrastructure (routers/switches/APs and cables) as well 
as the IoT devices

 While on the subject of cables ... You always need more, and make sure they’re long 
enough

 ... and power.  We used 3 power strips per pod (and we had 8 pods)



What Takeaways Can We Provide

 Confirm the network connections are live and working

 Check your data ports

 Make sure that your campus is not blocking anything you need through the 
firewall

 Extras of everything.  Most of the equipment is not very rugged and 
breakage does happen.

 Test everything again.  Just because is worked when you did it the last time, 
doesn’t mean it’s going to work this time.



What Takeaways Can We Provide

 Check the practicum out completely before passing it out.

 The UI of the software tends to change the night before your class making the 
instructions out of date

 (We think this should be a new Murphy’s Law)

 If possible, have someone else go though the lab once.  You know what your 
instructions mean, not necessarily what your instructions say

 Make sure you have enough time

 If it takes you an hour, your students may need three hours

 Plan for things NOT to always work as hoped



Our Takeaways

 Both the Pre-Conference workshop and the Session were very well received

 We have been contacted by many of the attendees asking for copies of the labs 
and the setup instructions.

 Many of the attendees told us that they could use the material from the practicums 
and the labs immediately in many of their networking classes ... and not just IoT

 The low-cost entry point and the availability of the parts makes it easy to bring this 
information into their classrooms.

 As we create more content, please make it available (namely ... though the CTC)



NICE FRAMEWORK
Nisheeth Agrawal

Athens State University

Athens, Alabama







https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications
/NIST.SP.800-181.pdf?trackDocs=NIST.SP.800-181.pdf



Employability Skills and their 
application to Project 
Management – Developing the IT 
Technical Workforce
JB GROVES III, WHARTON COUNTY JUNIOR COLLEGE



Why…

Workflow skills are the non-technical skills necessary for 
success in the workplace, including working in teams, 
collaboration, problem solving, verbal communication, written 
communication, dependability/work ethic, and 
planning/organizing for IT project management. This session 
outlines the Trello/Kanban workflow process utilized in an IT 
hardware upgrade project for two labs at Wharton County Junior 
College and the resulting lessons learned by all stakeholders of the 
project.



Machine Learning + Agile Network
= Kanban/Trello opportunity at 
WCJC  



Kanban 
Kan “Visual”  ban “Card” 
Visual Card

kan·ban
/ˈkänbän/
noun
1.a Japanese manufacturing system in which the supply 
of components is regulated through the use of an 
instruction card sent along the production line.
2.an instruction card used in a kanban system.
3.plural noun: kanbans



IT Lab Project – Students utilize the 
Kanban process to complete a 
hardware upgrade for two 
computer labs in a two week 
Kanban sprint.



HI-TEC 2020 
in Portland

Enter Kanban project 
boards into Trello

“BILT” Dell Member 
at CCN

Future – Trello can 
export project data 
silos.

JSON File 
for ML/AI



Questions?

Ann Beheler – abeheler@collin.edu

Mark Dempsey – mdempsey@collin.edu

Christina Titus – ctitus@collin.edu

Debbie Miller – dmiller@collin.edu

Amy Garrison – amygarrison@collin.edu 

Next CCN dates of note:

Monday, Feb 3 – “CCN Yearly Report” due

Tuesday, Feb 11 – quarterly BILT (8:30am-10:00am Central)

This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under grant number 1700530. 
Any opinions, findings and conclusions, or recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) 
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.


